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KENT
3101 Chain Bridge Road, NW, Washington, DC 20016

Sited on top of one of the highest locations in all of Washington DC, this home affords its
owner an indoor-outdoor lifestyle that is truly singular. Chain Bridge Road is a unique street
known for eclectic architecture and a magnificent canopy of trees being adjacent to Battery
Kemble Park, stretching from American University to Palisades Park. The views of the city and
beyond are unparalleled for a single family home. The charming guest house and infinity pool
& patio feel like you have a country home in the city.
The house was conceived to be an entertainment center with excellent flow as well as a
wonderful private oasis facing the parkland. On six levels, each floor has its own defined
purpose: Entertainment on the first floor, private quarters on the second, a ballroom on three,
a rooftop deck and a 360-degree view of Federal parkland, Virginia and DC on four levels.
With a nod to the Southern rear exposure the dramatic demi-lune staircase tower, custom
oversized windows and gracious balconies brings an abundance of light throughout the home.

The finest materials, expert finishes and a thoughtful design combine to make this a truly
extraordinary home. Completed for the current owner in 2004, the residence has a total of 7
bedrooms, 8 Full Baths and 3 half baths. In the upstairs portion of the main house, there are
5 Bedrooms, each with an en-suite bath. The Master Bath features an outdoor shower, steam
bath and tub. There are pocket doors which close off the private quarters from the
entertainments spaces. The third floor houses a 50' x50' Great Room/Ballroom with two halfbaths and kitchen. A lovely staircase or elevator takes you to the fourth floor roof deck. There
is a staff apartment in the lower level with 2 additional bedrooms, 2 Full Baths and a kitchen
and sitting area. Fitness room, sauna, wine cellar also in lower level. The detached guest house
has one bedroom, a full bath, a living area with a heated slate floor, a kitchen and 2 woodburning fireplaces. Two walls of French doors open to both the adjacent infinity pool and a
small patio area in front of the guest house. There is a private gate into the park.
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Chain Bridge Road has a rich history going all the way back to the
Civil War, where it was host to a defensive fort for Union Troops in
what was known as Battery Kemble. The battery itself was located
on Nebraska Avenue which is 387 feet above the mean low level of
the Potomac River and therefore an advantageous location for Union
weapons. Chain Bridge Road itself was one of the city's busiest
arteries to the site of the first bridge across the Potomac River.
The Kent neighborhood is popular for its tranquil, country lane like
setting and for its walkable convenience to shops and restaurants in
the Palisades along MacArthur Boulevard. There is a wonderful dog
park and the sledding hill in Battery Kemble Park is ground zero
for families in the winter. It is walkable to the shops on New
Mexico Avenue, and minutes to Spring Valley shops, Georgetown,
Downtown DC, 15 minutes to Reagan National and 30 minutes to
Dulles airports.
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